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NEW PRODUCTS 2015
1. Penta Thirty – Anniversary model, 30 years of Penta (Read more on page 10)
2. Universal 420 Coal – Spacious porch for year-round use (Read more on page 26)
3. ClickLight – Light that clicks easily onto the awning poles (Read more on page 41)
4. Penta door canopy – Door canopy for Penta (Read more on page 44)
5. Universal wheel arch covers – Wheel arch covers that fit all caravans
(Read more on page 44)
6. Cooler bag – Smart, practical cooler bag (Read more on page 42)
7. Luxury travel bag – Practical, spacious travel or weekend bag
(Read more on page 42)
8. IsaClean – Cleaning products for the cleaning of the awning and other camping
equipment (Read more on page 50)
9. Net front – Perfect for hot climates (Read more on page 44
10. Pot holder/trivet - Soft, flexible silicone pot holder/trivet (Read more on page 41)
11. Kitchen roll holder – Smart kitchen roll holder in acrylic (Read more on page 41)
12. Director’s chair – Isabella classic in a new design (Read more on page 38)
13. Beach chair – Foldable Beach Chair (Read more on page 37)

PRE-ASSEMBLED FRAME
All Isabella awnings have a pre-assembled frame, with a steel spring in the Zinox
frame and an elastic connector in the CarbonX frame. This makes it easier to assemble and saves you time when putting up the awning.

Isabella – Danish quality made for you
Isabella has been gathering experience in the manufacture of awnings since 1957, and has always been one step
ahead when it comes to developing new concepts. Everything you need, whether it’s for permanent pitching or touring,
there’s an Isabella for you – whatever the season. The famous Isabella quality products – tried and tested over more
than 55 years – offer plenty of variation, with focus on matching accessories. A complete range in which know-how, a
combination of innovative Danish design and attention to detail complete your camping life.
Isabella creates the optimal environment for enjoying life, exploring and expanding the experience of camping at its
very best. Isabella has awnings to match every requirement. For those who want to be out and about, exploring the
world, and therefore prioritise mobility. For families with children who are older but still constantly on the go. And for
seasoned campers, who demand comfort, spaciousness and exclusivity. Isabella means manageability, joy and great
experiences, generation after generation.
Recognise an original Isabella awning from its strong Danish quality – and the porthole in the door.

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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Isabella takes an all-carrotand-no-stick approach!
Isacryl - Isabella’s famous acrylic
product which due to its outstanding
characteristics has been used for our
awnings for decades. Characteristics
– orshould we say “carrot-eristics”? –
which are paramount if campers are
to feel confident with their awning and
comfortable inside it. With a density of
295/m2, Isacryl is extremely durable.
However, despite the density of its
weave, this material is precisely why
Isabella describes its Isacryl awnings
as “living”.

And what does
that have to do
with carrots?

“When you break a carrot in two, the
colour is the same all the way through;
it’s the same with the fibres in Isacryl,
which are solid-dyed – or dope-dyed
to use the more technical term. Each
fibre is dyed in this way before they are
spun into thread and go through the
entire weaving process. The material
is then treated with a surface coating
that protects against mould, fungus,
and the like.
The “living” awning
Isabella’s Isacryl awnings can both
“think” for themselves and “breathe”…!
“Thinking” in the sense that Isacryl belongs to the category of intelligent textiles. In short, Isacryl regenerates itself
when you wash the surface – and that
goes for its strength, impregnation and

colour. (But recommend reproofing with
Aqua Tex nevertheless.)
The best and most important property of
Isacryl is that it is a breathable material.
Not least for the indoor climateof the
awning. The effect of heat and cold
from the outside and moisture from the
ground make great demands on the
awning.
If the fabric is too thick, the moisture
from the ground and the heat you give
off cannot escape and this will most
likely lead to condensation and dampness inside the awning.
Isacryl “breathes” with you, making
your stay in the awning so much more
comfortable – wherever you are, whatever the time of year!”

Isabella uses only the best
materials, made by the world’s
leading suppliers.

resistant. Isacryl Deluxe has a high water column which prevents water ingress. Especially
suitable for use in off-peak seasons.

Isacryl is a spinneret-dyed (i.e. the fibres
are dyed), textured-weave, durable acrylic
material. Isacryl has the highest achievable
fade-resistance thanks to the pigmentation
method. The density of the weave plus the impregnation all the way through prevent water
ingress. Nevertheless, Isacryl is a breathable
material, which facilitates the best possible
indoor climate in the awning.

Roof (A)·Canvas (B)·Base (C)
PRISMA
PENTA THIRTY
COMMODORE
COMMODORE CONCEPT
AMBASSADOR
CAPRI COAL
MAGNUM 250 COAL
MAGNUM
MINOR
UNIVERSAL 360 COAL
UNIVERSAL 420 COAL
WINTER
SUN SHINE
SUN SHINE FRONT

B

B+C

A
285
285
285
285
285
240
285
285

240
240
260
295
240
240

260
295
295

A

B

C

Isacryl Deluxe is an extra strong
acrylic material (particularly breathable
material) 290 g/m²

Isacryl

Isacryl (particularly breathable
material) 295 g/m2

DELUXE

290 g/m2

The inside is patterned to create a pleasant
indoor environment, and this also helps make
any dirt on the outside less noticeable.

The window foil is the best available on the
market. In some of the models, the window
foil is also tinted to tone down the sun’s rays,
and in awnings for use in winter, a foil is used
which can withstand sub-zero temperatures.

All Isabella awnings are supplied with curtains,
and the unique thing about the Prisma awning
is that you have two different curtain designs to
choose from. The curtains are carefully designed
to match the awning colours for a harmonious
look. The specially developed curtain system
ensures that it is easy to put up and take down
again. All Isabella curtain materials are given a
finishing treatment to withstand environmental
impacts, such as mould, rot, fungi or mildew,
usually caused by differences in temperature.
This special finishing treatment can be restored
after washing by ironing the curtain.

All Isabella awning roofs are made of strong,
acrylate-coated polyester, with an added top
coat to help prevent the build-up of dirt. The roof
fabric is impregnated in 3 layers (with the exception of Capri, which, in order to make it lighter
and more touring-friendly, has 2 layers). The roof
fabric is stitched with double-folded seams to
guarantee it will withstand even heavy rainfall.

CURTAINS

C

380
350
380
350

285
285
380

Forest

Urban Sand

Bowline Grey

380
380
380

195
195

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS
Isacryl

IsaLite is a coated polyester material, which
is durable, lightweight and easy to keep clean.

380
380
380

520
195
195

A

80% PVC

20% polyester

77% PVC

23% polyester

72% PVC

35% PVA

B
290
295
295

28% polyester

100% acryl

polyester

100%
A

IsaTex is a durable, coated polyester material
with an attractive surface texture. This material has been developed for and by Isabella
in collaboration with one of Europe’s leading
textile manufacturers. The benefits of IsaTex
include its durability and it is easy to keep
clean, as the material can simply be wiped.
PVC/Polyester is intensely resilient and
water resistant material

Isacryl Deluxe is made of extra durable
threads, making it extra strong and wear-

Materials (g/m2)

Isacryl Light is an extra lightweight acrylic material, making it especially suitable for touring.

65% polyester

Exceptional
materials

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
IsaTex

IsaTex (exceptionally easy-tomaintain material), 240 g/m2

IsaLite

IsaLite (remarkably light and easy-tomaintain material)

Carbon
X

Option of CarbonX fibreglass frame with
IsaFix locking clamp

Zinox

Option of strong Zinox tubular steel frame
with T-Rex locking clamp

Zinox

Option of the extra strong Zinox Megaframe tubular steel frame 32 mm with
welded corners and double screw locking.

936-1035 · G18-19

380

300

230

A900-A1225

295 g/m2

LIGHT

Isacryl
260 g/m2

Isacryl Light is a lightweight acrylic
material (particularly breathable material) 260 g/m²

195 g/m2

PVC

Polyester

PVC/Polyester (intensely resilient and
water resistant material)

MegaFrame

FRONT AND SIDE ILLUSTRATION
Figures Covers A-measurement from-to (cm) ·
Price group (G)
Red dots No. of rafter poles
Red line Zip for removable and fold-down panels
Grey window Ventilation net with foil cover

BASE DRAWING
Up/down arrows + number Base depth in cm
Left/right arrows + number Base width in cm
A-measurement Available in Isabella A-sizes
(only specified for full awnings)
Red line Removable and fold-down panels
Dotted outline Canopy
Black angles Door openings

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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PRISMA

FULL AWNING 400 CM

1

2

Flexible permanent pitch
awning with a
host of options

With its depth of 4 metres, Prisma is the largest awning in the Isabella range since
the 70’s. Prisma’s flexibility, high durability and strong frame make it the ultimate
awning for permanent pitching. The front can be moved back and forth to create a
living room with a covered terrace (with the use of optional extras).
The large windows ensure that Prisma is a bright, welcoming awning where you
will spend many an enjoyable hour. For maximum stability, Prisma is supplied with
a MegaFrame frame. If you want to use Prisma as a year-round awning, additional
G18 added stabilityG19
G20-21
poles can be purchased to ensure
in the off-peak season.
G18 G18

G18

936 - 985 · G18

G19

986 -1035 · G19

G20-21

G19 G19

G22-24

1036 -1135 · G20-21

1136 -1235· G22-23

3

Removable/fold-down panels Front, side and corner panels
Special features Flexible front panels, mosquito nets in both sides3, ventilation in the front,
light strip in the roof2, large windows, wide all-round overhang. Choice of Urban Sand or Forest
curtains when ordering.
Comes as standard with wheel arch cover, draught skirt, veranda pole, FixOn, awning bag,
pole and peg bags including peg remover
Optional accessories for assembly Front divider, additional front panels (2 pcs), right or left
panel (for
partition) which give more scope for variation1. Annex 250, net side, Cosy Corner,
G22-24
G20-21
G22-24
G22-24
Eclipse FSC G20-21
(Ask your dealer about sizes),
storm securing set.

DELUXE

A950-A1225

Isacryl
290 g/m2

Zinox

MegaFrame

250
250 250
150

See price groups on page 52.

R

L

R

R

R

L

L

L

R

R L

A950-A1225
L

A950-A1225
A950-A1225

Mocca

Seed

Coal

150 150

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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NEW! PENTA THIRTY

FULL AWNING 350 CM

The awning
for the whole
family – for 30
years

861-935 G14-16

936-985 · G18

986-1035 · G19

Thirty years ago – in 1985 – the first Penta awning saw the light of day. And we’re
celebrating that with the new Penta Thirty. Penta Thirty has everything you
require from a permanent pitch awning – a depth of 3.5 m without the nuisance of a
centre pole, and designed so that every inch of space is used. The material used is
Isacryl, a strong acrylic which allows the awning to breathe. Mosquito net windows
in both sides, and the numerous opening options, make for an optimal indoor
climate. A sand-coloured roof imbues the awning with a soft, warm light, and the
combination of the light strip in the roof and the large windows of clear film make
the Penta Thirty awning a bright and friendly place to spend time. The sturdy pole
construction and the pentagonal shape mean stability for a long season at the

1036-1135 · G20-21

1136-1235 · G22-23

1

2

3

4

campsite. Choose between the strong Zinox steel frame or the extra-strong Zinox
MegaFrame for added stability. The combination of MegaFrame with extra winter
securing means you can use your Penta Thirty all year round.
Removable/fold-down panels Front, side and corner panels
Special details Overhang all the way around, light panels in middle of roof. Two large side ventilation windows with mosquito nets1, corner door left front3, two door options.
Supplied as standard with Forest curtains, veranda pole, draught skirt, wheel arch cover,
FixOn, pole and peg bags, awning bag and peg remover.
Optional extras Annex 220, door canopy, inner roof, partition wall4, storm securing set.

A875-1225

350

Isacryl
295 g/m2

G16

See price groups on page 52.

G18

G19

G20-21

G22-23

Zinox

Zinox

MegaFrame

Granite

Steel

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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Seasonal camper – the best of both worlds
More and more caravanners are choosing to become seasonal campers – or, in camping speak,
permanent pitchers. Some are only seasonal campers for a few months, typically in peak season,
while others remain permanently pitched at the same campsite for years.

ARTICLE

The joy of camping multiplied
It is precisely this joy of life as a seasonal
camper that is prompting a growing number of
caravanners to try this unique way of camping.
Most people decide to try out life as a seasonal
camper simply to get more enjoyment from
their caravan. When the caravan is waiting
for you with the awning erected, it is simply a
question of driving to the campsite, unzipping
the awning door, carrying in your luggage, and
you’re good to go! You don’t have to spend a
minute of your precious time positioning the
caravan and putting up the awning, furniture
and equipment. All your time is spent enjoying
life as a camper. And when both the caravan
and the awning are ready for use, there is a lot
of camping pleasure in store for you – even on a
brief weekend trip.
Neighbours and tourists
At first, you might not think there is all that
much difference between being a touring
camper and a seasonal camper; but there is.
Most campers are, by nature extremely sociable
and outgoing and when you stay at the same
campsite over a longer period of time you get to
know the other seasonal campers really well. In
many cases, lifelong friendships develop and you
become part of a community, where help and
advice are always within reach. There is always
someone to chat to and it can take a while to
go around saying hello to everyone on your
arrival at the site. Your children or grandchildren
benefit from you being a seasonal camper too;
they don’t have to explore the campsite and find
playmates first. They know the campsite inside-

out and have friends and playmates around
every corner. This not only gives children a sense
of security, but adults too. The fact that your
children or grandchildren know how to amuse
themselves at the campsite gives you more time
to relax. So much so that sometimes, you might
find yourself wishing that your children would
spend just a little more time in the caravan, so
that you could play or enjoy a little more quality
time with them!
But being a seasonal camper does not mean
that you only see the same faces day after day
at the campsite. Throughout the season, touring
campers (or tourists as they are also known)
come to the campsite, so you get to meet new
people and enjoy new experiences. Allowing you
to get the best of both worlds.
No two days are alike
Most tourists are probably of the impression
that life as a seasonal camper must be boring.
That you’re in the same place all the time, without experiencing anything new. Well, there’s
no getting away from the fact that you are
in the same place day after day – that’s the
whole idea behind being a seasonal camper
after all – but no two days are alike. There’s
something new happening all the time, new
people arrive at the campsite every day and
there is always something to experience and
talk about. Most campsites also offer a wide
range of activities throughout the season.
Some are social events, where you meet up
with other campers and socialise together,
while others offer experiences and challenges.

Trust in your equipment
Having your caravan and awning standing in one
place over a longer period of time is demanding
on your equipment. The caravan will almost certainly be fine come rain or shine, but your awning
must be designed to withstand whatever the
weather throws at it.
The awning must be able to perform in many
weather conditions, whilst maintaining a
comfortable indoor climate. In theory, you could
make an awning from thick tarpaulin. It would
withstand most weather conditions, but the
comfort inside the awning would suffer.
A good quality awning can withstand rain and
wind, the seams are strong, as it is reinforced in
exposed areas. It does not fade in sunlight and
the indoor climate is top notch, minimising the
nuisance of condensation and poor air quality.
It must be correctly tensioned when you erect
it. This not only gives a better appearance, but
prevents pools of water from accumulating in
the roof. The awning lasts longer and you don’t
have to listen to the canvas flapping in the wind.
Above all, you must trust in your equipment.
The caravan and awning are set up – even when
you’re not at the campsite. You therefore need to
be sure that the awning in particular will be OK.
In extreme weather conditions such as high
winds or storms, you should inspect your
awning, but you need to be able to trust that
the awning can withstand wind and rain. All
seasonal campers know this, some of them
having learnt it the hard (and expensive) way!
Others have listened to their fellow seasonal
campers and benefitted from their experi-

ences when choosing their equipment. There
is a difference in which awning or awnings
seasonal campers opt for. Most have a large
awning for summer use and a smaller awning
for the winter. The reason for choosing a
smaller but much stronger awning in the
winter is partly because it is cheaper to heat
than a large awning, and partly because the
winter securing means that it can withstand
the weight of snow on the roof. In recent
years, however, more and more people have
been converting their large summer awning
into a year-round awning by using stronger
and thicker poles. Partitions are also used to
divide the awning, making it more economical
to heat. But we are also seeing an increase
in the number of very strong year-round
awnings, which can withstand many weather
conditions.
A framework for
wonderful experiences
When it comes to camping, many people probably see the caravan as the most important
piece of equipment. For seasonal campers,
the awning is every bit as important. The caravan is pretty much used as a place to sleep.
In fine weather, you sit in front of the awning
and when the weather is not quite as good,
you sit inside the awning.
In the evening, this is where you eat and relax
with friends, children or grandchildren. It is a
natural extension of your living room, where
the camping experience really comes into
its own. In short, the awning provides the
framework for wonderful experiences.

COMMODORE CONCEPT

FULL AWNING 300 CM

1

2

All year round
awning for
the whole family

836-935 · G14-16

936-985 · G18

986-1085 · G19-20

At 3 metres deep, Commodore Concept offers space for the entire family and the
door openings in the front provide extra width for easy access. Commodore Concept
is made of wipeable, IsaTex material with a surface texture that adds life and light to
the canvas. Its large windows allow you to enjoy the natural inflow of daylight and
a great view. Integrated ventilation in the front and in both side windows ensures a
pleasant indoor climate.
Commodore Concept can be used as a permanent pitch awning, as well as on short
weekend breaks and touring holidays. If you’re often on the move, we recommend the
ultra-light and very strong CarbonX fibreglass frame.

1086-1185 · G21-22

1186-1235 · G23

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels1
Special details Adjustable front ventilation, mosquito net in both sides3
Supplied as standard with Set of curtains Urban Sand, veranda pole, draught skirt, wheel
arch cover, FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Annex 300, door canopy2, net side, net front, partition wall,
Cosy Corner, Eclipse FSC, gutter, inner roof, storm securing set

A850-A1225

300

See price groups on page 52.

3

IsaTex

Carbon
X

Zinox

Zinox

MegaFrame

Coal

Slate

Chalk

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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COMMODORE

FULL AWNING 300 CM

1

An oasis with
space for all

886-935 · G16

936-985 · G18

986-1085 · G19-20

Commodore the spacious and airy, family awning. The breathable Isacryl material, large
windows and numerous opening and ventilation options make it an oasis of comfort.
With a depth of 3 metres there is every opportunity for the whole family to find space for
play and relaxation. Commodore is suitable for both permanent pitching and touring. The
mosquito net windows in both sides offer plenty of scope for ventilation on hot days. The
CarbonX lightweight frame makes it easy to handle – both with regard to transportation
and setting up. For optimal stability for permanent pitching, we recommend the Zinox
tubular steel frame or for extra durability the Zinox steel Megaframe – read more on
page 53.

1086-1185 · G21-22

1186-1235 · G23

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special details Mosquito net in both sides2
Supplied as standard with Set of curtains Urban Sand, veranda pole, draught skirt, wheel
arch cover, FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Annex 300, door canopy1, net side, net front, partition wall,
Cosy Corner, Eclipse FSC, gutter, inner roof, storm securing set

A900-A1225

300

Isacryl
295 g/m2

See price groups on page 52.

2

Carbon
X

Zinox

Zinox

MegaFrame

Granite

Steel

Flax

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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AMBASSADOR CONCEPT

FULL AWNING 250 CM

1

The exclusive
touring awning

836-935 · G14-16

936-985 · G18

986-1085 · G19-20

With more than 30 years on the market, the “Ambassador” name is recognised
as the flagship touring awning. With a depth of 2.5 metres, it is easy to assemble
and provides a variety of opening options. Ambassador Concept has mosquito net
windows in both sides to ensure a good indoor climate and a wide range of optional
extras. The roof is coated on the outside and has a patterned inside, helping to create a pleasant indoor environment.
Ambassador Concept is made of Isatex in a modern design. The material is wipeable
and has an attractive surface texture. The model is available with the Zinox tubular
steel frame or the ultra-light CarbonX fibreglass frame.

1086-1185 · G21-22

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special details Adjustable front ventilation1, mosquito net in both sides
Supplied as standard with Set of curtains Urban Sand, veranda pole, draught skirt, wheel
arch cover, FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Annex 250, door canopy, net side2, net front2, partition wall,
Cosy Corner, Eclipse FSC, gutter, inner roof, storm securing set

A850-A1175

250

See price groups on page 52.

2

IsaTex

Carbon
X

Zinox
Coal

Slate

Chalk

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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Camping holidays are, and will always be,
the best holiday choice
Anyone familiar with the joys of camping life also knows how many different types of camping there are.
It is precisely the possibilities camping offers and the ultimate sense of freedom it gives that make it the
best holiday choice in the world.

ARTICLE

Ultimate sense of freedom
The vast majority of people in the Western
world today would be lost without their
calendars and diaries, which manage all their
appointments, ensure that they meet their
commitments, that they are on time and do
not forget anything. This is perhaps one of the
main reasons why camping is the best kind
of holiday there is. It is indisputably linked to
the ultimate freedom to head off into the blue,
follow your nose and decide your own pace
and the direction you take. Once you have
found your destination, this sense of freedom
continues because you decide how long you
want to stay there. If you like it there, you can
stay for longer. Conversely, you can up sticks
and move on if the urge takes you. Even taking
a wrong turning can prove to be an experience
you’ll never forget. An impromptu detour can
open your eyes to new and unplanned experiences – usually experiences to remember.
At one with nature
No matter what form your camping holiday
takes, you will be close to nature – in a forest,
by a beach or in the mountains. Whatever the
case, nature is right on your doorstep. We
humans have an inherent need to get out into
the great outdoors. We crave fresh air and
peace and quiet, which are in short supply in
the busy Western world. Nature is everything
that iPads, Facebook and Playstations are not
and it’s so very good for your body and soul. It
recharges our batteries, enabling us to cope
better with everyday life after the holidays,
when nature is not as accessible. Who’s to
say you can’t enjoy a fun and exciting camping
holiday close to the city? Even if you are on a
city break, you can still be at one with nature.
Many campsites close to towns and cities also
enjoy a scenic setting, giving you the best of
both worlds. Why not take your bikes with

you? It’s great exercise. The best thing about
nature is that it is often free to use, allowing
you to spend your hard-earned cash on good
food, fine wines and an extra ice cream for the
kids instead. It’s your holiday after all!
The changing seasons
Camping is not just for summer, although the
vast majority of people connect this type of
holiday with sun and warmth. Every season
has its charm, and camping has many forms.
When it’s warm, you’re outside. You eat and
relax outside and sit out in the awning enjoying your holiday. When it’s cold, you spend
more time in the caravan, but that’s nice too,
as you pass the time playing games, drinking
hot chocolate or reading a good book. These
days, it is easy to acquire all the equipment
you need for camping outside of the summer
season. Many people believe that camping in
winter is a chilly affair. And it is – outside – but
not inside. Many also believe winter camping
will ruin your caravan and awning, but that’s
not true when you opt for quality.
Camping holidays for all
Camping holidays often have a life or a cycle.
Many people start out by renting or borrowing
to try it out, and that’s not a bad idea. That
way, you find out what’s important. Some
people prefer to stay in the same place for a
long time, while others like to move about. For
some people, big is beautiful and they need
lots of space, while others think that there is
more freedom in driving a small caravan and a
small, lightweight awning. Depending on which
model you choose, however, there is no limit to
where your holiday can take you. The whole of
Europe and all its diversity are just waiting for
you to visit and explore an exciting new region,
province or neighbourhood. And one thing is for
sure, you could carry on forever.

Unforgettable experiences
Holidays are about experiences and recharging your batteries. When you get away
from familiar ground, your eyes are opened
to new cultures. You see how other people
live and learn about their traditions, religion
and culture. It is hugely important to travel
the world and meet other people because it
creates an understanding of their way of life.
Your way of doing things at home is generally
what you consider ”normal”, but ”normal”

has many faces. Encountering other cultures
promotes understanding and tolerance, and
many people who stay on campsites in foreign
countries make friends for life. You start out
as random neighbours, but after a while, the
door opens to new friendships, good laughs
and having fun together. No other type of
holiday does this to the same degree. On
the campsite, everyone is equal and, quite
literally, down to earth.

CAPRI COAL

FULL AWNING 250 CM

1

2

Lightweight
awning – ideal
for touring
caravanners
G10-12
G10-12
G10-12
G10-12
G10-12
666-835
· G10-13

G14-16
G14-16
G14-16
G14-16
G14-16
836-935
· G14-16

Capri Coal is the ideal choice for touring caravanners. In lightweight, breathable,
acrylic material the Capri Coal is quick to erect and easy to transport. The tinted
windows make the awning a pleasant place to be, as they tone down the bright
sunlight, and the large mosquito net windows provide good ventilation without the
annoyance of insects on hot summer days and nights. All front and side panels can
be folded down to form a veranda or removed completely. Capri Coal is available
with the Zinox tubular steel frame or the ultra-light CarbonX fibreglass frame.

G18-20
G18-20
G18-20
G18-20
G18-20
936-1085
· G18-20

G21-22
G21-22
G21-22
G21-22
G21-22
1086-1185
· G21-22

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special features Tinted window foil, mosquito nets in both sides3, front ventilation, harlequin
strip on sides2
Supplied as standard with Bowline Grey curtains, wheel arch cover, draught skirt, veranda
pole, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg bags including peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Annex 2501, net side, net front, partition wall, Cosy Corner,
Eclipse FSC, gutter, inner roof, storm securing set

A675-A1175

LIGHT

250
250
250
250
250

See price groups on page 52.

3

A675-A1175
A675-A1175
A675-A1175
A675-A1175
A675-A1175

Isacryl
260 g/m2

Carbon
X

Zinox
Granite

Steel

Stone

MAGNUM 250 COAL

PORCH

1

2

The ultimate
2.5 metre deep
porch awning

Magnum 250 Coal is a touring-friendly porch which is quick to put up when you’re
on the go. With Magnum 250 Coal, you get a spacious porch awning 2.5 metres in
depth. The breathable Isacryl material ensures a good indoor climate. The front
and side panels can be folded down/removed and, together with mosquito nets in
both sides, offer a wealth of ventilation options. If more space is required, inside
or out, Magnum 250 Coal can be extended with an Eclipse front sun canopy, Cosy
Corner or an annex which gives you an extra bedroom or additional storage.

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special features Extra long roof wings for additional strength and optimal fit, full length
canopy providing extra shelter, mosquito net in both sides
Comes as standard with Urban Sand curtains, wheel arch cover, draught skirt, veranda pole,
FixOn Multi, awning bag, pole and peg bags including peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Annex 2501, Cosy Corner special1, Eclipse FSC special2, Net Front
Panel, storm securing set

Distance between roof poles: 313 cm.
Suitable for caravan heights of between
235 and 250 cm.
340
340
340
250
250
250

Isacryl
295 g/m2

Carbon
X

Granite

Steel

Seed

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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MAGNUM

1

PORCH

2

The first class
part awning
with BIG ideas

With its ultra-light CarbonX fibreglass frame, Magnum is the travel-friendly porch.
It is extremely fast to put up and fits almost all caravans. Magnum is made of
maintenance-friendly IsaTex material and has mosquito nets in both sides to
ensure a pleasant indoor climate, even under warmer skies. Magnum also fits
smaller caravans, is easy to handle and can be supplemented with a whole range
of optional extras, including the Eclipse front sun canopy, and an annex giving you
extra space.

Distance between roof poles:313 cm.
Suitable for caravan heights of between
235 and 250 cm.
340
230

IsaTex

Carbon
X

Coal

Slate

Chalk

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special details Tinted windows, mosquito net in both sides
Supplied as standard with Set of curtains Urban Sand, veranda pole, draught skirt, wheel
arch cover, FixOn Multi, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Annex 2201, net front special, Eclipse FSC special2, Cosy Corner
special, storm securing set

MINOR

PORCH

1

The porch
for two

When it has to be easy, smart and comfortable, Minor is the answer. Minor comes
with a lightweight CarbonX fibreglass frame – which is fast and easy to assemble.
The panoramic window in the removable front panel provides a natural inflow of
light and a good view. There are doors and a mosquito net in both sides, which can
be closed by zipping the foil cover over it. The material is breathable Isacryl which
helps create a pleasant indoor climate. As with all of Isabella’s porches, you get
the best seal to the caravan.

Removable/fold-down panels Front
Special details Mosquito net in both sides1
Supplied as standard with Set of curtains Bowline Grey, draught skirt, wheel arch cover,
FixOn Multi, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Veranda pole, storm securing set

Distance between roof poles: 226 cm.
Suitable for caravan heights of between
235 and 250 cm.
260

LIGHT

200

Isacryl
260 g/m2

Carbon
X

Granite

Steel

Flax

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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NEW! UNIVERSAL 420 COAL

PORCHES // ALL-YEAR
1

2

Style and
stability all
year round

Thanks to its great strength and stability, the Universal 420 Coal porch can be
put up in all weather conditions – all year round. Two support poles press the
sewn-in foam pads securely against the side of the caravan, while click profiles
hold the sides directly on the support pole for a perfect seal. Universal 420 has
doors in both sides and large windows across the front, giving a good view. The
strong Zinox steel frame ensures good stability. If Universal 420 Coal is to be used
as a year-round awning, we recommend the fitting of winter securing and an inner
roof (optional extras). The roof construction provides unobstructed opening of the
caravan door and minimal build-up of snow.

Distance between roof poles: 410 cm.
Suitable for caravan heights of between 235 and
250 cm.
440
230

Isacryl
295 g/m2

Zinox
Granite

Seed

3

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special details Ventilation in both sides and adjustable front ventilation. External mud flap,
flexible pegging, special sloping roof which makes the awning suitable for year-round camping3,
extra heavy-duty window film (frost proof)
Supplied as standard with Urban Sand curtains, veranda pole1, draught skirt, wheel arch
cover, FixOn Multi, awning bag, pole and peg bags including peg remover.
Optional extras Door canopy2, inner roof, winter securing set, storm securing set
Use year round

UNIVERSAL 360 COAL

PORCHES // ALL-YEAR
1

2

Style and
stability for
every kind
of leisure

Universal 360 Coal is the perfect choice for campers who like to enjoy the change
of seasons at the campsite. The immense strength and stability of the awning
makes Universal 360 Coal ideal for camping in all kinds of weather. The removable
and fold-down sides and front panels as well as ventilation in the top ensure a pleasant enviroment - even on a hot summer’s day. Universal 360 Coal can be fitted
with winter securing and an inner roof (optional extra), which are recommended for
use in the off-peak season.

Removable/fold-down panels Front and side panels
Special features Special roof angle1, external mud flap2
Comes as standard with Urban Sand curtains, wheel arch cover, draught skirt, veranda pole,
FixOn Multi, awning bag, pole and peg bags including peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Inner roof, winter securing set, door canopy
Use Year round

Distance between roof poles: 350 cm.
Suitable for caravan heights of between 235
and 250 cm.
380
380 380
230 230
230

Isacryl
295 g/m2

Zinox
Granite

Seed

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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The year-round camper
– permanent pitcher or migratory bird?

ARTICLE

Life as a year-round camper is a special kind of camping whereby you camp in all four seasons:
Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.

Year-round campers are often divided into two
groups: permanent pitchers who stay at the
same site and enjoy the seasons, and touring
campers who drive from site to site throughout
the year.
All campers enjoy the lovely summer of sun and
fun, the shade under the sun canopy or perhaps
a glass of wine in the awning when darkness
falls. But that’s where the similarity ends as for
year-round campers, the camping season never
draws to a close.
The permanent pitcher
When summer is over and many campers have left
the campsites, the year-round camper puts up his
awning and enjoys the peace and tranquillity and
the coming of autumn with its beautiful scenery
when the leaves change colour.
Some months later, the days become shorter
and shorter, the frost arrives and the snow
begins to fall.
Year-round campers have already mounted the
inner roof and insulation in the sides and front,
and laid an insulating floor in the awning, so a
heater can create a cosy, warm ”conservatory”,
where they can enjoy life while the birds feed
on the bird table outside the awning. Perhaps
the year-round camper will choose to spend
Christmas in his caravan with lights on the

Christmas tree just outside the awning, while
the Christmas dinner roasts slowly in the oven.
Family and friends are invited over for Christmas and enjoy an unforgettable experience in a
caravan surrounded by nature. Nice and warm
and cosy. An experience for life.
When the snow melts and the spring flowers
begin to peep up through the ground, the front
of the awning is zipped down so that the sun
can heat the awning while the year-round
camper enjoys the first rays of sunshine in the
shelter of the awning.
The days are getting longer and longer, and
camping life moves out of the awning. The summer campers return to the campsites, which are
filling up as the buds burst and the fragrance
of the flowers mingles with the fresh spring
air. Furniture is brought outside and an extra
sun canopy may be added to the outside of the
awning. Now summer can be enjoyed to the full,
catching up with old friends from last year and
perhaps becoming acquainted with new friends.
The touring camper
The year-round touring camper has a myriad of
options open to him. Summer might be spent at
a number of wonderful campsites in northern
Europe, where the air is fresh and the weather
warm, visiting the sights and attractions and

exploring the scenic and changing countryside.
When summer draws to a close, the year-round
touring camper follows the migratory birds on
their journey south as the temperature drops in
the chillier north. Other campers look forward
to the early arrival of snow in the Nordic countries, so that they can pack their skiing equipment in the caravan, which is used as a mobile
ski chalet, close to exciting downhill skiing with
slopes of varying levels of difficulty to suit the
individual, unless they’re into cross-country
skiing through the beautiful countryside of
Norway and Sweden.
Special winter awnings are erected to ensure
that the half metre of snow that falls during the
night slips off the sloping roof of the awning.
Other year-round campers choose the popular
ski resorts of Austria, Italy and France, where
there is nothing more lovely than ending the
day in their own caravan, where they get to
sleep in their own bed. The winter awning is
the perfect conservatory and wind block when
getting ski boots, winter clothes and skiing
equipment ready.
While the snow is falling in the Alps, there are
other year-round campers who have followed
the migratory birds even further south, who are
perhaps lying on the sandy beaches of Spain,
Greece, Turkey or Portugal, not to mention the

campers who choose to leave Europe and spend
the coldest winter months in Africa, on the white
sandy beaches of Morocco, sending e-mails and
photos to friends up north to let them know that:
“the thermometer says 28 degrees”.
When spring arrives, many year-round campers
start heading back north, just like the birds.
Often they don’t drive straight home over the
course of a few days, but take the opportunity
to make the return journey north an experience
in itself with detours to meet up with friends
at the agreed campsites in Europe, often used
by the ”migratory birds”. You could say that the
return journey is made at a pace that allows the
soul to keep up, in order to adjust to life back
home just as spring announces its arrival.
Many year-round campers have not experienced
winter for many years. While others feel that the
four seasons are a wonderful way of experiencing
the countries and the changing year.
Behind every year-round camper is a modern
caravan, equipped according to their needs – an
optimal way of life offering freedom, independence and proximity to nature. Not to mention
the fact that wherever they are in the world,
they are always in their own home, with their
own kitchen, toilet, bedroom and living room.

WINTER

1

PORCH // ALL-YEAR

2

Winter awning
in a class of
its own

Thanks to the heavy-duty materials, a special roof angle to prevent the build-up of
snow, an extra wide external mud flap, a strong steel frame, flexible pegging and window foil designed to withstand extreme temperatures, Isabella’s Winter awning will
stay the course – even in a heavy snow storm. The model is made of easy-to-clean
polyester/PVC material and has doors in both sides as well as zipped ventilation.

Special details External mud flap2, special roof angle1, extreme window foil
Supplied as standard with Set of curtains Bowline Grey, draught skirt, wheel arch cover,
FixOn Multi, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly Inner roof, winter securing set, storm securing set
Use Year round

Distance between roof poles: 203 cm.
Suitable for caravan heights of between 235 and 250 cm.
220
180

Isacryl
PVC
Polyester
260 g/m2

Zinox
Granite

Steel

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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SUN SHINE

1

SUN CANOPY

2

Sun and breeze
no problem!

The greatest possible stability and lowest possible weight are united in the Sun
Shine canopy. Zip pockets on the front poles ensure that the sun canopy is stable
and prevent it from flapping in the breeze. Sun Shine comes complete with a right
and left side. Channels for the roof poles and CarbonX frame with the IsaFix connection system make putting up and taking down fast and efficient. If you already
have an Isabella full awning in 3.0 or 2.5 m depth, the frame can also be used for
the sun canopy. Ask your dealer.
A front is available as an optional extra for your Sun Shine Canopy. (Can also be used on
Sun Blue). Enabling the Sun Shine to be converted into a lightweight touring awning in
next to no time.

800-940 · G13-16 950-1175 · G18-22

IsaLite
195 g/m2

See price groups on page 53.

Carbon
X

Zinox

Depth (cm) 250
A-measurement from-to (cm) 800-1175
Special details Zip pockets on the front poles2
Supplied as standard with right and left-hand side, FixOn, transport bag, pole and peg bag
Optional extras for assembly Front1

SHADOW

TOURING SUN CANOPY

A

B

A shady place,
wherever
and whenever

Shadow is the multipurpose touring canopy, which can be put up in a jiffy no matter where you are. In addition to being mounted on the caravan itself, Shadow can
also be used as a side canopy on the awning. Combine with the sides and net front
(optional extras), to give extra shelter and protection against the sun under your
Shadow. The particularly strong and stable pins on the poles and metal rings in the
roof provide optimal tensioning and greatest possible stability.

C

Depth (cm) 200
Widths (cm) 240, 300, 360, 400, 500
Poles CarbonX (240/300: 2 pcs. - 360/400/500: 3 pcs.)
Supplied as standard with Typhoon storm sashes, transport bag and pole bag
Optional extras for assembly Net front, net side (right/left)
Weight (kg) 240: 3,6 - 300: 3,7 - 360: 4,5 - 400: 4,8 - 500: 5,3
A. Net front is available in fitted sizes and can also be used on most existing canopies
(optional extra).
B. Net side right/left (optional extra) with connection strip and beading in both sides.
C. The net side is supplied with Fixon Multi brackets and “Tectum” system
(roof pole and a click multi-connector for easy assembly).

IsaLite
195 g/m2

Carbon
X

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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ECLIPSE

SUN CANOPY

A

B

C

One sun canopy
– two functions

IsaLite
195 g/m2

Carbon
X

Not only is Eclipse suitable for use as a front sun canopy on Isabella’s awning
models, but it can also be used as a lightweight touring sun canopy directly on the
caravan. Eclipse is fastened to the overhang of your awning, creating a lovely shady
terrace and increasing the area under cover. The lightweight CarbonX frame with the
IsaFix connection system as well as the TectumPro building system, make it fast to
put up. For extra shelter, a side can be purchased as an optional extra. It fits both the
left and right-hand side of the front sun canopy, but it cannot be used when Eclipse is
mounted directly on the caravan or on the Eclipse for Magnum.

Depth (cm) 225/Magnum: 216
Sizes from-to G14-G21
Supplied as standard with CarbonX fibreglass frame with Tectum Pro system and F-link,
Typhoon storm sashes, transport bag
Optional extras for assembly Side (right/left), but not for the Magnum model
A. The side panel (optional extra) for Eclipse is easily assembled using plastic connecting strips.
The side panel can be used on either the left side or right side. Sorry sides are not available
for the narrower Magnum Eclipse.
B. Tectum Pro is a revolutionary new connection system for simple click assembly.
C. F-links to be added to the awning poles.

COSY CORNER // SPACE DELUXE

Extend your
possibilities

Enjoy the shelter of the Cosy Corner in front of the awning or get an extra storage
room with Space Deluxe.
COSY CORNER
If you need shelter or simply good screening by the door, where you can sit and
soak up the atmosphere at the campsite, Cosy Corner is the perfect solution.
Depth approx. 150 cm. Cosy Corner is easy to assemble by virtue of its sewn-on
beading and connection sections as well as Tectum Pro and lightweight CarbonX
poles. Cosy Corner can be positioned to the right or left of the doors at the front of
the awning. If you would like a larger cosy corner, two Cosy Corners can be placed
next to each other to form an extra angle. Please give the awning’s A-measurement when ordering!

SPACE DELUXE
Freestanding storage tent with space for bicycles, camping furniture or the
children’s toys, etc.
Ground: 220 x 150 cm
Material: IsaTex
Mosquito net with cover in the side, two openings and an internal mudflap
Frame: Zinox
Weight: 22,6 kg.

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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ANNEXES
1

2

4

3

5

6

1. ANNEX 250 COAL
Annex 250 Coal is made of breathable Isacryl with fold-down external flaps over the
windows. The annex has large windows and full standing height, making it suitable for use
as a ‘conservatory’ or living room. The lightweight CarbonX frame keeps the weight down,
making the annex extremely touring-friendly. Annex 250 Coal is in dark colours, making it
a pleasant place to sleep, and practical and easy to clean. Fits: Prisma, Ambassador, Capri
Coal, Magnum 250 Coal, as well as some older models.
Ground: 140 x 250 cm. Material: Isacryl.
2. ANNEX 300 - TALL
Fits: Commodore, Commodore Concept as well as some older models. Ground: 280 x130 cm.
3. ANNEX 250 - TALL
Fits: Prisma, Ambassador, Capri Coal, Magnum 250 Coal as well as some older models.
Ground: 230 x 130 cm.
ANNEX 220 - TALL
Fits: Penta Thirty, Magnum as well as some older models. Ground: 200 x 130 cm.

More space in
the awning
with an Annex

Need more storage space or an extra bedroom in the awning? Isabella offers
various solutions. The new Annex 250 Coal, a tall annex with maximum height and
lightweight CarbonX frame. A Tall annex “Annex Tall” with maximum height and full
steel frame and “Annex Future” with just one pole for speedy assembly and comes
with an inner tent as standard.
All our annexes are equipped with an extra zip, so the a wning’s side panel can be
used as a partition wall.

4. ANNEX 300 – FUTURE
Fits: Commodore, Commodore Concept as well as some older models. Ground: 280 x 135 cm.
ANNEX 250 - FUTURE
Fits Prisma, Ambassador, Capri Coal, Magnum 250 Coal as well as some older models.
Ground: 230 x 135 cm.
ANNEX 220 - FUTURE
Fits Penta Thirty, Magnum as well as some older models. Ground: 200 x 135 cm
5. PARTITION WALL FOR ANNEX
Material: Cotton. Sizes: 220, 250 or 300 cm
6. INNER TENT FOR ”ANNEX TALL”
Ground: 200 x 130 cm (fits small double airbed). Material: Cotton with fixed PVC base.
Ventilationnet in door with zipped cover. Also suitable for use in the awning.

WINDSCREENS

All windscreens from Isabella are supplied
with poles (including rafter poles), guy ropes,
pegs and the Stabilo system as standard.

1. LINEA 4-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 110 cm
Material: Acrylic/tinted foil/PVC
Colour: Granite/Black
Standard: CarbonX poles.
2. VENTUS 4-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 110 cm
Material: Acrylic/net material/PVC
Colour: Granite/Black
Standard: CarbonX poles.

2
A

3. SUN 3-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 130 cm
Colour: Grey
Material: Coated polyester
Standard: Zinox poles.
4. ACRYL 3-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 130 cm

1

LINEA

2

VENTUS

3

SUN

4

ACRYL

5

FLEX GREY BASIC

4

5

Colour: Granite
Material: Acrylic
Standard: Zinox poles.
5. FLEX GREY 3-sided.
Basic measurements: 460 x 140 cm
Material: Coated polyester
Standard: Zinox poles.

The basic model may be extended as
required by adding more zipped panels to
the middle
As centre panel on the basic model (2)
and in coated polyester (4)
Panel measurements: 154 x 140 cm
Standard: Zinox poles.

A. The STABILO SYSTEM consists of
loose earth spikes and support feet.
The system ensures that windscreens
remain securely in place at all times. The
system is supplied as standard with all
windscreens, though the support feet
are also available separately for use with
awnings.
Find further details at www.isabella.net
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CAMPING FURNITURE

Comfortable
camping life

Stylish, comfortable furniture can make all the difference to your camping experience. It is important to have furniture that suits the needs of you and your family.
Camping furniture should be comfortable, easy to clean, easy to transport and
take up as little space as possible when folded up. The hallmark of all Isabella’s
furniture is that it is practical, has an attractive, simple and functional design, is

made of easy to clean, lightweight materials and can be folded together to take up
a minimum of space when not in use – not only perfect for camping trips and trips
to the beach, but at home on the terrace, too.
Isabella’s furniture range comprises of sun loungers, chairs, tables and folding
cupboards in various shapes and sizes. There is something for every taste!

CAMPING FURNITURE

1

For sitting in
the sun and
on the beach

SUN LOUNGERS AND DECKCHAIRS

2

Isabella has a wide range of sun
loungers and deckchairs that can be
used on the beach, at the campsite or
at home on the terrace – some of them
even double as a guest bed. All of them
are practical and easy to transport.

3

1. BEACH MAT
(700006214)
Foldable beach mat with the option
of raising the headboard into a sitting
position. Beach mat is equipped with
a shoulder strap which, together with
its low weight, makes it easy to carry.
What’s more, the beach mat has a smart,
zipped storage compartment.
Size: Folded out: 160 x 53 cm Folded
together: 54 x 52 cm
Weight: 2 kg
Material: Polyester/PVC
Colours: charcoal.

4

2. SUNBED
(700006212)
Upholstered sunbed with soft membrane
and aluminium frame as well as a sun
screen.
Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC
Coating/40% Polyester)
Measurements: L200 x W59 x H48 cm
Weight: 5,65 kg
Load: 120 kg.
3. FOLDING BED
(700006215)
Smart, comfortable fold-out bed which
can be used as an extra bed or sun lounger. The bed is easy to transport, fold
out and pack up.
Size: Folded out: 205 x 78 x 51 cm.

Closed: 104 x 22 x 12 cm
Weight: 6.5 kg
Max. load: 100 kg
Colours: charcoal
Material: Polyester/PVC.
4. NEW! BEACH CHAIR
(700006220)
Foldable beach chair including neck
pillow. The chair can be adjusted into 8
positions.
Aluminium frame.
Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC
coating/40% polyester)
Measurements: 67 x 11 x 72 cm
Weight: 4 kg
Load: 100 kg.
Find further details at www.isabella.net
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CAMPING FURNITURE

1

CHAIRS

2

4

5

5A

3

Comfortable
and practical

Isabella offers a wide range of comfortable chairs, suitable for use at a table
or for sitting outside the awning, enjoying the day and the sunshine. In addition to chairs, there are also footstools
for even greater comfort. The chairs are
all practical, easy to put up and down
and can be folded together to take up
minimal space during transportation.

1. CHAIR WITH HEADREST
(700006200)
Camping chair with 8 positions incl. neck
support. Alu frame.
Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC

Coating/40% Polyester) · Weight· 5,2 kg
Load: 120 kg.
2. COMFORT CHAIR
(700006211)
Camping chair with 8 positions incl. neck
support. Alu frame.
Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC
Coating/40% Polyester)
Weight· 4,8 kg
Load: 120 kg.
3. FOOTREST – FOR COMFORT CHAIR
AND CHAIR WITH HEADREST
(700006216)
Comfortable footrest which can be affixed
to the Comfort chair or Chair with headrest. The footrest clicks into place on the

cross bar under the seat of the chair. The
footrest is in matching fabric and has a
lightweight aluminium frame. It is simple
and easy to fold up and takes up minimal
space when stored away and during
transportation. Aluminium frame.
Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC
coating/40% polyester) · Weight: 1,1 kg
Measurements: 90 x 48 x 36 cm.
4. NEW! DIRECTOR’S CHAIR
(700006221)
Foldable director’s chair.
Colour: Black · Frame: Powder coated
tube steel · Materials: Black polyweave
(60% PVC coating/40% polyester)
Measurements: 11 x 81 x 51 cm
Weight: 4 kg. · Load: 100 kg

5. STOOL/FOOTSTOOL
AND TABLE TOP FOR STOOL
The stool can be used as a little stool or
footstool, which is easy to take with you.
With the new table top, it also doubles
as a little table. Place the table top on
top of the folded-out stool/footstool and
you have a table – as simple as that!
Footstool. (700006201)
Alu frame. Material: Black polyweave
(60% PVC Coating/40% Polyester)
Weight· 0,9 kg
Load: 80 kg.
Table top for stool/footstool. 5A
(700006217)
Colour: Grey
Weight: 0,8 kg
Measurements: 42 x 42 x 3,5 cm.

CAMPING FURNITURE

1

CAMPING TABLES

2

Large, small,
round and
square

Practical camping tables in various
shapes and sizes. The table can be folded up to take up minimal space when
stored away and during transportation.
The tables have a practical, easy-towipe grey surface.

3

4

1. CAMPING TABLE 140 X 90 CM
WITH GREY TABLETOP
(700006205)
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg.
Weight: 11,5 kg
Load: 150 kg
Folded measurements: 140 x 90 x 5,5 cm.

3. CAMPING TABLE 80X60 CM
WITH GREY TABLE TOP
(700006219)
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg.
Weight: 7,5 kg
Load: 150 kg
Dimensions, folded: 80 x 60 x 7 cm.

2. CAMPING TABLE 120 X 80 CM
WITH GREY TABLETOP
(700006206)
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg.
Weight: 10,5 kg
Load: 150 kg
Folded measurements: 180 x 20 x 5,5 cm.

4. CAMPING TABLE Ø 100 CM
WITH GREY TABLE TOP
(700006218)
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg.
Weight: 9,2 kg
Load: 150 kg
Dimensions, folded: 100 x 100 x 7 cm.

5

5. SLATTED TABLE 80 X 60 CM
(700006207)
With adjustable leg and roll-up tabletop.
Alu.
Weight: 3,5 kg
Load: 30 kg

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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CAMPING FURNITURE

FOLDING CUPBOARDS

1

Spacious
and practical

2

Unique storage cupboards with smart
folding method, which means that
the cupboards can be closed like a
suitcase. The four legs are “snapped”
into the bracket and folded into the
cupboard, when folding it together. The
cupboard comes with a practical bag
for easy transportation.

1. CORNER CUPBOARD
WITH STORAGE BAG
(700006213)
With 2 shelves and fixed top.
Measurements: 82 x 82 x 85 cm
Weight: 6,51 kg
Load: 30 kg.

3

2. DOUBLE FOLDING CUPBOARD
WITH STORAGE BAG
(700006203)
With 3 shelves and fixed top.
Measurements: 84 x 50 x 81 cm
Weight: 10,95 kg
Load: 30 kg.

3. SINGLE FOLDING CUPBOARD
WITH STORAGE BAG
(700006202)
With 3 shelves and fixed top.
Measurements: 60 x 48 x 81 cm
Weight: 8 kg
Load: 30 kg.

FURNISHINGS // LIGHTING // TEXTILES
1

4

2

5

3

6

7

The icing on
the cake in
your awning

Being able to relax in your awning is an
important part of the camping trip. Isabella has a wide range of textiles, lamps and
other practical and functional accessories
for your camping trip. The right accessory
can be the icing on the cake when making
your awning cosy. It also helps make your
awning more comfortable.
1. Isabella tablecloths have a dirt and
water-repellent surface.
Measurements: 110 x 160 cm.
2. NEW! ClickLight a simple, elegant LED
track for use in your awning. ClickLight
clicks easily onto the awning pole to
provide pleasant, cosy and warm lighting.

8

It has a touch sensor to dim the light and
a 7 m cable. Can be used on 22–32 mm
poles. Comes with cable clips to keep the
cable on the awning pole.
Dimensions: W64 x D50 x H610 mm
(9000060436)
3. NEW! Cable clips used to keep the cable in place on your awning poles. Clicks
onto the awning poles, quickly and easily.
Can be used on 22–32 mm poles.
(900060440)
4. NEW! Silicone Pot holder/Trivets. Soft
silicone pot holders which are flexible
enough to be used as pot holders and
sturdy enough to serve as trivets to protect countertops or tabletops. Produced
in the Isabella porthole design with a
hole for hanging. Easy to clean under

9

running water or machine washable.
Dishwasher safe. Colour: Anthracite ·
Material: Silicone · Dimensions: Diameter
20cm ( 8 inch x 8 inches), depth 1 cm
Number in pack: 2 pcs. (9000060422)
5. NEW! Kitchen Roll Holder. Chic paper
towel holder of hard grey acrylic with
printed Isabella porthole. Keeps kitchen roll
in place and can be operated with one hand.
Colour: Anthracite · Material: Acrylic
Dimensions: Diameter: 14cm x H: 23 cm
(9000060417)
6. The plain lampshade for awnings is
available in two different designs: Ilumi
(60392) and Forest (60435).
7. Black Chintz lampshade. Smooth black
lampshade in fabric with a soft sheen.
(60386)

8. Chair cushions in dirt and water-repellent microfibre material give your awning
an elegant “touch”.
Measurements: 125 x 48.5 cm
Colours: Marine (7022) or Grey (7021).
9. This soft, warm luxurious Isabella blanket
(180 x 130 cm) will keep you warm on a
cool evening and is ideal for picnics. The
logo embroidered blanket is fleecy soft on
the inside with a suede-effect outer. It is
made of a stain resistant microfibre material and has deluxe hemmed edges.
(60325)

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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ORGANIZERS // BAGS
1

2

3

4

A space for
everything...

With an Organizer™ from Isabella,
you have a place to put all those little
bits and pieces in the awning. Use it to
store all the things you want to have
easy access to, such as sun lotion, a
towel, playing cards, magazines or
the children’s toys, etc. If you need a
practical, roomy bag, Isabella has bags
for a variety of purposes – everything
from bags for storing your awning to a
smart, spacious cooler bag.

5

1. Multi Organizer stands on the floor
in the awning and is perfect for storing
shoes, beach things or magazines,
etc. Multi Organizer is made of black
polyester, and has 3 large compartments
and carrying handles. What’s more, it can
be folded up, so it takes up hardly any
space when not in use. Folded-out, it
measures: H28 x D30 x W55 cm.
(475000112)

2. Flex Organizer hangs from the rafter pole
in the awning by means of a smart Velcro
hanger. It is made of black polyester and
has one large compartment, divided by a
shelf, and a mesh pocket on either side. Flex
Organizer is perfect for the storage of items
such as cups, games or towels. When Flex
Organizer is not in use, it can be packed
away to take up next to no space. Foldedout, it measures: H58 x D24 x W30 cm
(475000102)

3. Top Organizer is a practical storage net
that can be hooked onto extra roof rafter
poles (also available as optional extras).
The straps are adjustable; it is made of
black mesh/polyester with a maximum
carrying capacity of 5 kg. Use it to store all
the holiday things you want to have at your
fingertips, sun lotion, playing cards and
magazines.
(475000095)

6

7

8

11

12

9

10

4. NEW! Cooler bag. Keep your sandwiches
and fizzy drinks cold with this cooler bag. It
is perfect for picnics and trips to the beach
or to have with you in the car. In addition to
a large insulated cooler compartment with
space for both food and drinks, the cooler
bag has a small insulated compartment
in the lid. There are also zipped pockets
on the lid and at the front as well as mesh
pockets on both sides. The cooler bag has
a shoulder strap and handles on both sides.
Made of PVC-coated polyester, it comes in
an attractive dark grey colour. Dimensions:
H: 36 cm x L: 27 cm x W: 34 cm.
(9000060420)

5. NEW! Luxury travel bag, A good, spacious bag that can be used for a variety
of purposes – a perfect weekend or gym
bag, for example. The bag features a large
compartment with an internal mesh zipped
pocket for small items and an internal
compartment with Velcro strap closure for
items such as a laptop. The bag also has a
separate zipped compartment in the base
for storing wet clothes, shoes, etc. Made of
black synthetic leather, the bag measures
21 x 30 x 54 cm and has a wide, adjustable
shoulder strap and a good sized handle.
(9000060421)

6. With Tall Organizer, you can keep all those
litte holiday items under control. They will
always be easy to find here! It is made of
coated polyester with individual transparent foil pockets which allow the contents
to be seen. Tall Organizer is fitted to the
FixOn profile using TermoFix fittings and its
dimensions are W 80 x H 215 cm.
(475000075)
7. Low Organizer is a practical, useful storage space, for magazines, shoes etc. It fits
onto the side of the caravan, is made of
coated polyester and comes in a choice of
sizes.

8. Practical sponge bag for use when camping. The bag can be hung up, providing
easy access to all its contents. It has a
watertight zip and plenty of pockets to keep
all your toiletries together. Colours: Mercury
(900060411) or Scarlet (900060410).
Measurements: W30 x H20 x D10 cm.
9. Accessory bag/Sports bag perfect for all
your accessories.
(900060218)

10. An Isabella Peg bag keeps your pegs in
order. Also perfect for power supplies, etc.
(900060300)
11. Awning bag to store your awning. Available in 3 different sizes.
12. Pole bag with zip for your poles. Dimensions: 120 x 30 cm
(900060217)

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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ACCESSORIES
1

Make camping
a breeze with
the right
accessories

Isabella has a wide range of functional accessories for your awning and
caravan – accessories with lots of
combination options and smart details
that make it easier for you to enjoy
life on the campsite. Choose from the
numerous Isabella accessories, which
help to increase the joy and experience
of life in and around your awning and
caravan.

2

4

3

5

1. NEW! With a Netfront you can choose
to unzip the entire front panel to either
side and replace it with the net front.
You can also leave your front panel in
place and with the use of the veranda
pole, have the net in the upper half and
the awning front in the lower half of
the panel. This can be an advantage in
hot climates where good ventilation is
a must. Net front is reversible and can
therefore be used on either the right
or left side by simply clipping to the
awning poles. Net front fits Commodore,
Commodore Concept, Ambassador, Capri
Coal and some older models (in sizes
G14-G20).

2. NEW! Universal wheel arch covers
for the caravan. To prevent draughts
and cold from getting in via the wheel of
your caravan, a good wheel arch cover is
essential. Isabella now offers a universal
wheel arch cover that fits all caravans.
The wheel arch cover is screw-free,
ensuring that you don’t make holes in
the caravan when fitting it. It is mounted
with a rail on the side of the caravan with
a strong double-sided tape. The wheel
arch cover is available in widths of 75 cm
or 150 cm and can be adjusted in height.
If required, the rail can be shortened.
75 cm (481100075) 150 cm (481100150)

3. Net side for mounting on the side rafter
pole means the entire side panel can be
quickly unzipped and replaced with a complete mosquito net side. This is especially
beneficial in a hot climate, where good ventilation is a must. The net side is available
for awnings with 3 m or 2.5 m deep sides.
4. A door canopy offers shelter at the
entrance and is available in colours to
match Isabella awnings. (Fig. Commodore).
5. NEW! Penta Black door canopy fits
your Penta awning. Made of PVC, it
providesextra shelter at the entrance.

6

8

7

10

11

9

6. An inner roof minimises the formation
of condensation and is recommended
for caravanning in the off-peak seasons.
Opening for access for light cord. Fitted
using Termo-Fix fittings and available for
Prisma, Penta, 3 m and 2.5 m deep full
awnings, Universal and Winter awnings.
7. If you dream of camping in the winter,
we recommend that you use the winter
securing set, which protects the awning
and frame in heavy snowfall. It consists
of two additional rafter poles, FixOn II
and three support poles. Available for all
Universal and winter awnings.

8. Door canopy to caravan. With a door
canopy on your caravan, you get a fast
and stable solution for providing some
shelter at the door into the caravan. This
allows you to open the caravan door without the rain or snow getting in. The door
canopy feeds into the awning rail and
is secured at the bottom by attaching
it to the base rail of the caravan with a
beading bracket – simple and easy.
Dimensions: 145 x 180 x 95 cm
Weight: 3.8 kg ·Material: Isacryl
Frame: Zinox with T-Rex locking mechanism · Colour: Granite.
9. Aluminium roof gutter with spout.
Fitted beneath the harlequin trim on
most models; prevents dirt and water

from running down the sides. Available in
lengths of 300, 350 or 400 cm.
10. Coated polyester partition wall with
window, available in two sizes to fit all
Isabella awnings with a depth of either 2.5
m or 3 m. The partition wall is also available
for Penta. When you wish to use the full
width of the awning, the entire inner panel
can be zipped off. Optional curtain hanging
directly on the partition wall using curtain
clips (optional extra).
11. Window canopy with sun filter keeps
out the sun but provides an unrestricted
view. The canopy is available in two
widths: 190 cm or 215 cm in charcoal.
The pole construction is very simple, and

it fits almost all caravans. With Band-it™
softgrip, the window canopy is quick and
easy to fit.
12. Storm securing sets give awnings extra
protection in strong winds and prevent
wear and tear to the canvas. (900060195)

13. Isabella peg remover. (900060005)
14. Hercules Twin™ - the ultimate aid for
the tensioning of all pole types.
(900060126)

12

14

13

Find further details at www.isabella.net
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CAMPING CARPETS

ISABELLA CARPET – PRODUCED BY BOLON

1

2

3

4

5

6

PREMIUM – smart, high quality design
REGULAR – a unique strong weave
LIGHT – a squared design
PREMIUM
1. Coal 2,5-3,0-3,5 m

Comfortable flooring for your awning
Isabella Carpet matches your Isabella awning perfectly and in a choice of
quality to suit your camping needs.
Our quality carpets are made in a smooth-woven combination of nylon
threads, spun with PVC and finished in a heat press, so they can be fitted
to any awning and even trimmed without fraying; they are lightweight and
can be easily folded and cleaned.

ECO

FRIENDLY

VERY

COMFORTABLE

CUTS W/O
FRAYING

WATER

RESISTANT

FLAME

RETARDANT

EASY

TO HANDLE

LOW

WEIGHT

HIGH

DESIGN

UV

RESISTANT

EASY

TO CLEAN

2. Glitter 2,5-3,0-3,5 m
REGULAR
3. Dis/Light Grey 2,5-3,0 m
4. Trut/Dark Grey 2,5-3,0 m
5. Vik/Blue 2,5-3,0 m
LIGHT
6. Grey 2,5 m
ISAGRIP
IsaGrip is a clip used to hold carpets
and underlay in place. IsaGrip is easy to
fit without damaging the carpet.
(900060290)
Find further details at www.isabella.net
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FLOORING FOR AWNINGS

1

Flooring for
comfort layer
upon layer

Start by laying Ground Cover over an
area bigger than the awning to protect
the mudflaps and awning materials.
Then lay Isabella Floor over the entire
awning area, remember the edging
strips for a neat finish especially in
doorways. A Comfort Carpet keeps the
heat in and is soft and comfortable to
walk on. Finally, lay an Isabella Carpet
for a beautiful finish that’s easy to keep
clean.

ISABELLA FLOOR
If you spend a lot of time in your awning, you want good insulation, and a floor
that is smooth and level. Isabella Floor offers a full range of advantages. It is easy
to install without the use of tools, the 50 x 50 cm tiles simply snap together like
building blocks, no other parts are needed. It is easy to store and exceptionally
durable.

2

1. With the option to purchase different
types of edges for Isabella Floor, you can
create a beautiful finish.
2. Isabella Floor uses a unique interlocking
system.

FLOORING FOR AWNINGS
1

2

1. ISABELLA GROUND COVER

3

Ground Cover is the perfect underlay – a thin but strong sheet that lies on the ground, it protects the awning canvas from soil and mud, and
because the mudflaps are not in contact with the ground they are easier to clean.
Supplied on rolls of 2 x 18 m (36 m2). Ground Cover is fully breathable and suitable for touring sites.

2. ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET
Comfort Carpet is a soft, insulating comfort underlay which is placed between the plastic barrier or wooden floor and the awning floor covering
to keep cold and damp at bay. It also provides a soft floor area to sit and walk on.
Supplied on rolls of 1.5 x 15 m (22.5 m2).
3. ISABELLA GROUND SHEET
The Isabella Ground Sheet is available in different sizes to fit the awnings. Put it under the awning carpet to avoid moisture from the soil.
Isabella Ground Sheet has plastic reinforcements in the corners with ring for pegging and reinforced edges, so it will last for years.
Colour: Anthracite
Material: PU 160 g/m2
Depth: 270, 320 or 370 cm
Lengths: 500, 600, 700 or 800 cm.
Find further details at www.isabella.net
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Effective
cleaning of the
awning and
camping
equipment

Regular maintenance of your awning and your other camping equipment is necessary and will extend the life of your products. This prevents dirt and debris from
becoming so deeply ingrained in the material that they cannot be removed. When
you clean your awning, it is important to use cleaning products intended for use on
awning fabric. Otherwise, there is a risk that the surface of the awning can become
damaged or the fabric discoloured. The four products in the IsaClean range are
specially designed to be used on your awning and other Isabella camping equipment – and thus provide a good, clean result, whilst protecting the materials.
IsaClean All-Year
A cleaning product for regular cleaning of the awning. (9000060431)
IsaClean Season
A cleaning product for use at the end of the season when your awning needs a
good clean before being packed away for the winter. (9000060432)

IsaClean Anti-Mould
A cleaning product used to combat mould or mildew. (9000060433)
IsaClean Window
For cleaning the awning windows. To be used with the microfibre cloth included.
(9000060434)
After using IsaClean, we recommend re-proofing your awning to ensure a waterrepellent surface. We recommend Isabella’s AquaTex for this.
In addition to giving your awning a water-repellent surface, AquaTex can also be
used to lubricate the zips and awning rails (this may make it easier to mount the
awning on the caravan). The awning poles can also be kept nice and clean if they
are regularly lubricated with AquaTex.
(900060062)

TIPS AND TRICKS // SERVICE

Small tips to prolong the life of your awning
and provide greater comfort
To extend the life of your awning, it is important to ensure that the awning is sitting good and tight on the frame. It’s
also a good idea to use plenty of large pegs. This ensures that your awning will not come away from the ground, and it
also reduces wear and tear to the awning.
The correct underlay with moisture membrane and a water-resistant awning carpet give the best indoor climate with
minimal condensation, and an inner roof provides indoor comfort with less temperature variation. Ground Cover protects the grass edges and minimises cleaning. Comfort Carpet makes the floor comfortable to walk on and insulates,
so your feet don’t get cold in the awning.

If things go wrong
If things go wrong, or if you wish to make modifications to your awning, this will
be taken care of in Buckinghamshire by our experienced, expert Service Centre.
Here, we use the same quality-controlled materials used in the manufacture
of the product. Just bring your awning in to your Isabella retailer and we’ll take
care of the rest.
Read more about our Service Centre at
www.isabella.net/uk/support/service-department
There is a 2-year warranty on all Isabella products. Get an additional year’s
warranty on your newly purchased awning by registering it with us.
Read more about registering your awning here
www.isabella.net/uk/support/service-department/register-your-awning
Find further details at www.isabella.net
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GETTING THE CORRECT SIZE AWNING
To determine the “A-size”: Park the caravan on level ground. The “A-size” is the length
from ground level, through the awning channel and back down to the ground. This
can be done easily with a piece of string. We have a database of caravan sizes from
1970 onwards on our website, www.isabella.net. For Porch/Part awnings the caravan
channel height determines the fit. All Isabella full awnings can also be used as part
awnings. Using a foam pad, support pole and two click profiles. Measure your caravan
“Full awning as large/small Porch” as shown and match to the nearest Isabella “A” size.
This solution works for new and older models the parts are all supplied as optional
extras.

FULL AWNING
AS LARGE PORCH

ESTIMATED WEIGHT (KG)

500
5,3

400
4,8

MINOR

ESTIMATED WEIGHT (KG)

MAGNUM 250 COAL
MAGNUM
MINOR
UNIVERSAL 420 COAL
UNIVERSAL 360 COAL
WINTER
SHADOW

MAGNUM

AS SMALL PORCH

360
4,5

36,5
34,3
28,3
51,5
46,0
28,3
300 240
3,7
3,6

PRICE CATEGORY
Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to
Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to
Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to
Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to
Incl. frame ZINOX (A)/CARBON-X (B)/
MEGAFRAME (C)
PRISMA
PENTA THIRTY
COMMODORE CONCEPT
COMMODORE
AMBASSADOR CONCEPT
CAPRI COAL
SUN SHINE
SUN SHINE FRONT
ECLIPSE

10

12

13

14

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

675
666-685

750
736-760

800
786-810

850
836-860

900
886-910

950
936-960

1000
986-1010

1050
1036-1060

1100
1086-1110

1150
1136-1160

1200
1186-1210

700
686-715

775
761-785

825
811-835

875
861-885

915
901-925

962
948-972

1015
1001-1025

1075
1061-1085

1125
1111-1135

1175
1161-1185

1225
1211-1235

925
911-935

975
961-985

1025
1011-1035

940
926-950

989
975-999

725
716-735

A

B

A

B

A

B

A
52
49,3

32,5 27,5 33,3 28,3 36,0 31,0
22,2 17,2
7,5

B

C
76

41,5

43,9 36,8
43,1 36,0
24,7 18,4
7,5
8,7

A
56,6
49,3
49,3
45,4
44,6
25,1

B

41.5
41.5
38,3
37,5
18,8
7,5
8,9

C
73,0
83,3
68.4
68.4

A
69,0
54,5
54,5
49,8
49,8
26,0

B

45,0
45,0
42,2
42,0
21,1
7,5
9,2

C
96,0
93,2
68,5
68,5

A
71,0
61,5
61,5
56,5
56,5
29,9

B

50,0
50,0
46,0
46,0
21,4
7,5
9,5

C
97,0
95,2
75,5
75,5

A
83,3
63,0
63,0
58,0
58,0
30,1

B

C

A

119,2
112,2 84,3
51,5 77,0 69,6
51,5 77,0 69,6
47,5
64,0
47,5
63,9
21,6
30,7
9,0
9,6

B

C

A

120,7
113,2 90,6
56,5 88,0 71,1
56,5 88,0 71,1
52,5
65,7
52,4
65,5
23,9
31,1
9,0
9,9

B

C

A

B

C

137,0
137,5
124,1
123,3 91,4
58,0 89,5 79,5 63,5 99,0
58,0 89,5 79,5 63,5 99,0
57,4
54,0
24,3
9,0
Side: 2,5

FRAME TYPES

CARBON-X LAYERS

ISAFIX™ LOCKING CLAMP
included on all CarbonX frames or update your own fibreglass frame! IsaFix
can be fitted easily to any Isabella
frame, replacing telescopic couplings
and wing nuts for quick and efficient
assembly of the awning frame.

ZINOX™ STEEL FRAME
is hot galvanised both inside and out
to extend its life and to meet all load
bearing requirements. The steel frame
is made of ISO-certified high-strength
steel. The strength of the Zinox steel
frame makes it particularly suitable
for pitching your caravan permanently
– and it is included with all Universal
and winter porch awnings, because
caravanning in the off-peak seasons
demands great structural stability due
to weather conditions such as strong
winds and snow.

ZINOX MEGAFRAME
The Zinox MegaFrame is a durable
tubular steel frame (material thickness: 32 mm/1.2 mm) with welded
corners and double screw lock on the
poles. MegaFrame is designed for yearround use with a full awning which can
remain standing all year, and can withstand powerful storms, snowfall and
torrential rain. The Zinox MegaFrame is
supplied with two extra rafter poles, as
well as one Hercules 32.5 mm.

E X TM

CARBON-X™ FRAME
a carbon-fibre reinforced fibreglass
frame, is suitable for both permanent
and touring caravanning. Carbon
Fibres are combined with glass fibres
in varying amounts, according to pole
diameters, to offer maximum strength.
The frame is light and fully corrosion
resistant. All CarbonX frames are supplied with the IsaFix locking mechanism. With IsaFix in place, keeping
the frame in position is easy. With one
press of the hand grip, a discreet “click”
tells you IsaFix is locked in position.

Zinox

TR

Carbon
X

1. Lengthwise fibreglass reinforced
with carbon
2. Cross winding
3. Lengthwise fibreglass
4. Clockwise cross winding
5. Anti-clockwise cross winding
6. Lacquer

T-REX™ LOCKING MECHANISM
for the Zinox steel frame locks the poles in place and keeps them tensioned
in all weather conditions with one press
of the hand grip and a discreet “click”.

ZINOX LAYERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Transparent lacquer
Aluminium/zinc
Steel
Aluminium/zinc
Transparent lacquer

Zinox

Zinox

MegaFrame

Zinox MegaFrame
Find further details at www.isabella.net
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DETAILS
A

B

C1

C2

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q1

Q2

Q3

The famous
Isabella quality
is all in the
detail

Isabella is quality down to the last detail, with a focus on great design ideas for
hard wearing and efficient products. Generations of experience and know-how have
gone into creating Isabella’s unique patented solutions, making them a pleasure to
choose and use. Strong, durable materials, modern design and exclusive finishes
help make the time you spend in your outdoor living room even more enjoyable.

C

A

J
F

B

N
E

L
G
I
K
D

H

M

O

A. Exclusive Typhoon™ storm sash.
B. DropStop™ rain grommets are fitted to all
rivets in the roof.
C. FixOn™ screwless brackets designed for
better tensioning, with easy positioning. Supplied with all Isabella awnings
and Sun Shine. The new FixOn Multi2 is
included in Magnum, Minor, Universal
420, Universal 360, Shadow, Winter and
the remaining models with FixOn II1. (Not
supplied as standard with Eclipse Front
Sun Canopy)
D. Heavy-duty hard-wearing reinforcements.
All D-rings are sewn with PVC reinforcements.
E. Door ties with press studs for all Isabella
awnings.
F. Isabella curtain system for material that
hangs perfectly, with the pattern inside
or out whichever you prefer, and allowing
curtains to be easily taken down and
put up.
G. To complete your window dressing, all of
Isabella’s curtains come with tiebacks in
the same fabric as the curtains. Tiebacks
are easily fitted with a snap fastener on
the sewn-in tape in your awning.
H. IsaFlex™ pegging elastics with great
elasticity and strength are supplied with
the Isabella range.
I.

The double wing, with separate beading
and seam detail, ensures a great fit on all
caravan shapes.

J. The double-folded seams in the roof guarantee a 100% straight & waterproof
seam for a better shape roof. The curve
of the roof is designed to ensure the best
possible fit and better tensioning of the
awning.

MAIN SUPPLIERS
SUPPLIER OF MATERIAL FOR LOWER PANEL

SUPPLIERS OF AWNING FABRIC

K. Storm Securing PVC triangles are firmly
sewn under windows for optimum position of IsaLink™.
L. Substantial four way zips, always run
smoothly. Hard wearing and always
covered to protect from sun and rain.

SUPPLIERS OF CURTAINS

M. Internal mud flap allow the pegging
elastics to perform correctly & prevents
drafts in the awning. Laying carpet over
the mud flap makes an effective draft
excluder.
N. All Isabella awnings have ventilation
panels; some are fitted with extra panels
and/or mosquito net(s) in the side, these
reduce condensation and create the best
indoor climate.

SUPPLIER OF SEWING THREAD

SUPPLIER OF FRAMES

SUPPLIERS OF ZIPS

SUPPLIER OF FINISHING TAPE

O. Regulator tabs in the corners and spiked
shoes on the poles ensure uniform
tensioning and reduce wear and tear
“locking” the canvas and frame together.
P. Exclusive storage and transport bags for
awnings, along with frame bags and peg
bags, are available.
Q. The frames of Isabella’s awnings are preassembled for easy assembly1. The CarbonX fibreglass frame comes with IsaFix
locking mechanism2, and the Zinox steel
frame with T-Rex locking mechanism3.
The locking mechanisms make putting
up the awning easy and problem-free.
SUPPLIERS OF WINDOW FOIL

Isabella A/S reserves the right to make improvements/changes on the products without notice, and can accept no responsibility for discrepancies between
this information and subsequent models. We make every effort to ensure perfect colour reproduction, but owing to printing limitations, colour differences
may occur.
Copyright © 2015 Isabella A/S
All information on this page and all pages in this catalogue are protected by copyright. It can not be distributed partly or entirely without the written agreement from ISABELLA.
Service agreement
A full service agreement is supplied with all goods, a copy is available on request. In the unlikely event of complaint, the deadline is 24 months from the
date of purchase. If you find cause for complaint on articles used privately and for the purpose intended, pls. follow the procedures detailed, and report the
problem to the retailer with whom the contract of sale was made. NB Other uses may not be covered.
Isabella gives not only the statutory warranty, but a 2-year guarantee on all our products.
See terms and conditions at www.isabella.net/uk/support/service-department/register-your-awning

SUPPLIER OF FINISHING TAPE
Flexible by the metre…

www.elas.dk

Isabella importers
DEUTSCHLAND / ÖSTERREICH / SCHWEIZ
Isabella Vorzelte Deutschland GmbH
Max-Planck-Str. 4
DE-34253 Lohfelden
Tel. +49 (0561) 51 20 33
info-de@isabella.net
NEDERLAND
Isabella Nederland BV
Postbus 90
NL-3870 CB Hoevelaken
Tel. +31 (033) 2541100
info@isabella.nl
NORGE
Norsk Isabella A/S
Postboks 57
NO-1740 Borgenhaugen
Tel. +47 69 127575
info@isabella.no
UNITED KINGDOM
Isabella International Camping Limited
Drakes Farm
Drakes Drive
Long Crendon
Buckinghamshire
HP18 9BA
Tel. +44 (01844) 20 20 99
info@isabella.co.uk
BELGIUM / FRANCE / LUXEMBOURG
Camping Distribution
Rue de Baronhaie, 63
BE-4682 Heure-le-Romain
Tel. +32 (0)42 27 46 32
info@camping-distribution.com

facebook
youtube
twitter

ITALIA
Automarket Bonometti spa
via Lago D’Iseo, 2
IT-36077 Altavilla Vicentina
Tel. +39 3401 265285
RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA
Pro Camp
ul. Krotoszynska 43
PL-51-009 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 (71) 352 47 75
info@procamp.pl
SLOVENIJA
Freedom Center
AC izvoz – Celje Center, Mariborska C. 200 a
SI-3000 Celje
Tel. +386 59 032 145
SVERIGE
Kama Fritid AB
Box 114
SE-560 27 Tenhult
Tel. +46 (036) 353700
info@kamafritid.se
SUOMI
Kama Fritid Oy
Aurinkokuja 5
FI-33420 Tampere
Tel. +358 (0) 45 1241885
info@kamafritid.fi
OTHER COUNTRIES:
Please contact Isabella A/S in Denmark.

Isabella A/S
Isabellahøj 3 · P.O.Box 587 · DK 7100 Vejle
Tel. +45 75 82 07 55
info@isabella.net
www.isabella.net
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